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Which are the upcoming neighborhoods
for renting or buying in New York?
- VKMC Consulting -

Problem Statement
At the end of every year, real-estate company StreetEasy puts together a list of ten NYC
neighborhoods to watch in the coming year, based on changes in median sales and rent
prices, number of listing views on StreetEasy and certificates of occupancy filed (indicating
completion of new construction). For 2018, West Harlem topped the list, with Fort Greene,
Flushing, Elmhurst, East New York, Norwood, Prospect Park South, Chinatown, Brighton
Beach, and Woodside as runners up. They asked us to choose which of these selected
neighbourhoods was most “hot” using a data-driven approach, and which they should most
recommend to their potential buyers.

Approach
We reasoned that neighborhoods that are considered currently great places to go out in the
evening may be early indications of good places to live in a few years’ time. Based on this
reasoning, we used open data from the Municipal Transport Authority of New York on the
number of exits from turnstiles in New York subway stations as a proxy for the popularity of
the neighborhoods. The turnstiles count the cumulative number of people who have going
through each turnstile and record the count at particular snapshots in time. This allows us to
derive a rate of number of people exiting the turnstile per hour so that we get an indication of
the neighborhoods with the highest rate of exits in the evening.
We selected the turnstiles at stations within the neighborhoods StreetEasy identified and
took data from April 2015 - December 2017. We then focused only on the evenings (5pm Midnight) so that we’d capture people going out after work, or heading home (also an
indication of it being a good place to live, though one which is already recognised!) We
conducted our data cleaning by turnstile so that we’d be able to identify problematic
recordings and deal with them at the most granular level but we then aggregated up the
turnstiles to analyse the average exits per hour over the course of the evening for each
neighborhood. We chose exits per hour as the gap in between recordings varies. We
mapped the 40 stations to the ten neighborhoods using this list from NY Mag.

Preliminary Results
We investigated whether the rate of exits (“the footfall”) had increased in these
neighborhoods from 2015 to 2017. We were interested in the trend of footfall rather than the
absolute numbers to see whether neighborhoods are changing in popularity. We
hypothesise that neighborhoods with already high absolute numbers would have such
popularity already incorporated into market rates for housing.

April Results
For preliminary data exploration, we chose a subset of the data. We suspected that the
changing weather conditions with the season may have differential effects on subway use
and so we also investigated the rate of exits for these 10 neighbourhoods in 2015, 2016 and
2017 focused exclusively on April (which doesn’t have heavy snow or muggy heat) to avoid
the influence of seasonality (Table 1). This showed a surprising amount of variability across
the neighborhoods, and we decided to investigate using the whole dataset of recordings.
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Table 1: Change in rate of evening exits for each neighbourhood between 2015 and 2017
(April only)

Whole Dataset
We take the three neighborhoods with the highest increase in the rate of exits as our “up and
coming” neighborhoods particularly to watch from StreetEasy’s list (Table 2). These were:
East New York, Woodside and Fort Greene. We saw the highest increase in rate of exits in
East New York with 45.7% increase in evening subway exits in 2017 compared to 2015, and
a decrease in the rate of exits in Elmhurst (-5.95%).
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Table 2: Change in rate of evening exits for each neighbourhood between 2015 and 2017
(full year)

Chinatown also jumps out with a 35.3% increase over the same period. Fort Greene and
Prospect South Park are not far behind.
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Map 1: Heat map of rate of exits in StreetEasy’s 10 neighbourhoods (2015)

Map 2: Heat map of rate of exits in StreetEasy’s 10 neighbourhoods (2017)
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From the heat maps displayed above, we can see that in 2015 (Map 1), the neighborhood
Elmhurst, which is bright red on the map, has considerable more foot traffic than the other
neighborhoods in the sample, with only Woodside as an obvious runner up. However,
looking at the map for 2017 (Map 2), we see that other neighborhoods have crept up on
Elmhurst in terms of ranking based on subway exits. Over time, Woodside has gotten even
closer than it was before, but now also East New York and Fort Greene have gotten higher
up in the ranking. A note of caution to add on these heat maps is that we cannot compare
the neigbhorhoods in the individual heat maps directly to each other over time: the color
scales are based on the comparison between neighborhoods at that particular point in time,
not over time. For a better overview of traffic coming into the neighborhoods by subway over
time, we constructed time series which are displayed below.

Weekends and Weekdays
We broke down the analysis by whether the evening was a weekday or a weekend. We can
see the trends are similar with Elmhurst dropping significantly early 2016. It would be
interesting to explore further the reason for this. Please note that data was not available for
Flushing after January 2016. In terms of the overall trends (considering weekends and
weekdays together), it is not clear from the graph the top 3 we’ve identified.
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Graph 1: Number of exits per neighborhood from April 2016 to December 2017 (workday)

Graph 2: Number of exits per neighborhood from April 2016 to December 2017 (weekend)

We also compared rental price data (median price for one bedroom apartments) in each
neighborhood for the same time period to see whether the trends in rates of subway exits is
reflected in rental prices in subsequent months or years. The trend of increased footfall in
East New York is also reflected in an upwards trend in rental prices (although we have not
tested this formally and this says nothing of causality). It is interesting that the large drop in
footfall we see in Elmhurst in Graphs 1 and 2 is not reflected in rental price. This is
something we’d like to explore further. For future analysis, we could analyse this
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relationship between footfall and rental prices more formally through regressing rental prices
on lagging footfall and appropriate control variables.

(Data source: https://www.zumper.com)

What else we could do
With MTA data
Another area of interest would be to look at how neighborhoods close to the ones pinpointed
by Streeteasy are developing. It could be that instead of moving to the rising stars identified,
people might look for adjacent neighborhoods seeking more affordable housing.

With additional data
As mentioned, turnstile data does not tell us a lot about what actually goes on on the ground.
As mentioned, we could conduct regression analysis to formally analyse the relationship
between footfall as a proxy for neighborhood popularity and rental prices. We could analyse
the correlation between the numbers of restaurants, bars and clubs in those areas to test our
assumption of footfall being a proxy of “hipness” (if we agree that this makes a hip area!)

Caveats
Please keep in mind that the outcome represents an average number of exits per hour over
the course of the evening and snapshots of footfall are unevenly spread throughout the
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evening so commuter stations may feature higher in the results if the snapshot is taken
around rush-hour. In the future, we would take a slightly more sophisticated approach where
we could estimate the footfall for each hour in between the snapshots through interpolation.

Conclusion
Subject to our caveats and further analysis, we would recommend to StreetEasy’s buyers
and renters to focus on East New York, Woodside and Fort Green in their search for an
apartment, and to avoid Elmhurst.

Appendix
Data Cleaning
We dropped recovery audits which allowed us to get rid of duplicate entries, and dropped
recordings with timestamps with non-zero seconds. Our reasoning on this was that it would
be unusual to schedule an audit for such a specific time other than on the hour, and so such
off-hour. According to our diagnostics, there were some circumstances where the counters
recorded a lower number of exits than the previous recording. Where the numbers of in line
with expectation but negative, we assumed that the counter had clicked into reverse, and
took the modulus of these counts. Occasionally, the number of exits per recording was
much larger than expected (in the order of hundreds of thousands or millions, and we
reasoned that the counter may have been reset, and so set numbers of exits greater than a
rate of 2 per second.
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